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1. The paradox

This chapter rethinks concepts of the self and relationality in the context of

universal human rights (Joseph 1996, 1999). The aim is to unravel the politics

in the production of universal human rights (cf. Baer and Barreto/Kerner in

this volume) and to unravel the production of personhood presumed in the

concept of universal human rights. Unraveling the boundaries that took cen-

turies to impose on communities, properties and persons. And unraveling the

paradox for which there is no easy answer. The paradox this contribution ad-

dresses is: On the one hand, there is a critical utility in having universal laws

or conventions for human rights, especially, for global feminists who have

used international conventions to mobilize and institutionalize laws and le-

gal practices around the world on behalf of women. On the other hand, there

is violence visited upon diversity in the production of personhood in the pre-

sumption that one must be a specific kind of self or person to be the bearer

of universal rights. This is an unraveling for which there is no ready fix. I do

not have answers.

 

The law creates its subjects

Rights, whether international human rights conventions or state-based

rights, are about ‘law’. I argue, in this chapter, that the object of law is to

create the subject of law. Creating subjects is not the exclusive province of

law and law is not always obeyed or accepted as legitimate. Nevertheless,

law attempts to sediment sentiment, enforce compliance and produce law-

abiding persons. Law specifies what one can and cannot do; what actions are

legally acceptable and what actions are not; and what one can be and what
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one cannot be. Law has the monopoly of the force behind it – the state, which

can enforce compliance.

If law, for example, defines marriage as a relationship between one man

and one woman, and recognizes only heterosexual sex, then polygamous and

homosexual marriage and sex are criminalized. If the law requires binary

genders (male or female), then trans citizens/subjects are criminalized. If the

law says, only men can serve in the military and be in the front battle lines,

then, before the state, men and not women are the defenders of the state.

Invariably, law is gendered, racialized and classed.

 

Law as material

My argument is based on the foundational premise that law constructs its

own material reality. Law can institutionalize and visibilize a material reality

that already exists. It can create new material reality; transform, erase and

invent material reality. Law is the arm of force of a state, itself a profound

material reality. Every state is invested in inventing its subjects. States do this

through educational systems, health and welfare systems, family law, labor

and business laws, as well as the courts and the police – all encoded in various

ways, through law. Whatever the nature of the subjects that a state needs, it

is ultimately law that is the most potent enforcer of the profile of the citizen

subject.The state’s enforcement of law transforms law into material realities.1

Another foundational premise of the central argument is that law is in-

herently intentional. Law is designed to create society by ordering. To order

society, law commands its subjects to become the persons prescribed by law:

law-abiding persons. Law is designed to create subjects. Even though creat-

ing subjects is not the exclusive province of the law, law creates its subjects by

defining behavior as legal or illegal. Subjects come to be, for political and of-

ten social purposes, whatever the law calls them into being.Though law is not

always obeyed or accepted as legitimate, the object of law is to sediment sen-

timent and enforce compliance. Non-compliance is always at risk of punitive

response by the state and in social jeopardy.

Law reflects and shapes the structure of society. It is constitutive of and si-

multaneously reflects social structures and dynamics (cf. Baer in this volume).

The implementation of law is often channeled through race, class, gender and

other discriminatory social structures. Who makes laws and on whose behalf

1 Such as in the case of abortion; cf. Noya Rimalt in this volume.
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they make laws are critical concerns. Of course, laws can be interpreted dif-

ferently at different times by different officers, courts or administrations. Of

course, the subjects of law learn to navigate it and weave around its perime-

ters. Of course, the overwhelming majority of the subjects of law are un-

aware of the overwhelming majority of laws that are designed to regulate

their behavior. Of course, laws change constantly. Regardless of these and

other caveats, laws, generally, are designed to regulate. They are designed to

control behavior. They are designed to tell you what you can do, what you can

be. The object of law is to create the subject of law.

 

Universal human rights/conventions

Human rights laws/conventions are drafted to design the human person. Hu-

man rights laws/conventions, particularly in their neoliberalist universalistic

conception, entail a requirement for the production of a universal self. The

1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights offers the universal human subject

the ‘right’ to life, liberty and security of person; the right to privacy, family,

home, honor, freedom of movement, thought, assembly, nationality; the right

to marry; to own property; to work; to rest; and more.

 

The questions

The inquiry of this chapter is the utility of the universal rights notion up

against the critical value of the diversity of notions of selfhood (Joseph 1999).

The concern is to excavate the implications of such universal declarations for

the construction of the subject of these declarations. The questions to inter-

rogate are: Who embodies these universal rights? What kinds of persons do

women across the globe have to be to become bearers of universal human

rights? Does the prescription of universal human rights call into existence

universal bearers of rights? Do universal human rights construct the subject

of universal human rights?

Critically: If a person, regardless of gender, race and class, needs to be an

‘individual’ to be the bearer of rights, what happens to the global diversity of

notions of personhood? I raise these questions not to rail against rights, nor

to argue against the notion of women’s rights as human rights or children’s

rights and so forth. Rather, I raise these questions to engage in discussions

about the assumed ‘nature’ of the self that is called into being by universal

human rights. To ask the question: What happens to socio-culturally diverse

notions of personhood, to the many ways in which self and personhood are

understood, supported, enacted, and embraced around the world, including
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in the West, if a hegemonic discourse of universal rights requires the produc-

tion of a specific notion of self in order to become the bearer of rights?

To this end, I first reflect on the notion of the individual as the bearer

of universal human rights and women as bearer of these rights. Second, I

approach the idea of multiple notions of the self, based on my research in

Lebanon. There I found a notion of self that I theorized as a connective, rela-

tional self, fully operational, side by side with individualist and other notions

of self. Against this backdrop, I discuss notions of the relational and the con-

tractual self as two different (though not mutually exclusive) modalities of

subjectivity that support different enactments of rights, in practice, on the

ground.

2. The subject who is the bearer of universal human rights:
the individual

The questions that are raised in this subchapter are: What subject is the object

of international human rights law and what is the nature of the political actor,

the citizen, the person, and the self that is prescribed by universal human

rights law? What does a person have to be or to become to be a candidate,

plaintiff, an agent and recipient of the benefits and mandates of universal

human rights laws?

The consequence of universal human rights is the creation of a subject

who can be the bearer of these rights. This subject, I argue, is foundation-

ally an autonomous self; a subject whose declared rights can be distinguished

from the declared rights of others. This notion entails a self that is differen-

tiated from other selves with relatively clear boundaries for the purposes of

establishing what belongs to it and what belongs to others; a self that can own

and alienate bounded property and can own and sell its labor and its ideas; a

self that can act on its own behalf against others and even against the state –

as law allows; a self that freely enters into a contract with the community and

the state for the purpose of achieving rights and security.

That self, that person, that subject, I would suggest, that is envisioned

in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights is the ‘individual’ – a Western lib-

eral concept of the contract-making, autonomous, separate, bounded self.The

‘individual’ is a historically specific and recent construct of the self. This ‘in-

dividual’ self is linked historically with the development of the capitalist labor

market and with the rise of bounded private property, as industrial capital-
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ism required a mobile labor force. It required subjects who could be uprooted

from their families, neighborhoods, communities, to distant locations; who

could enter into contracts on their own without the family or group of ori-

gin; and who could act on their own behalf. It required that property could

be wrenched from communal lands, to be bounded, owned and sold by per-

sons separately from the community that might have had access to communal

lands prior to property enclosure acts. It required the privatization of prop-

erty for the use by specific, individual persons.

The self, as an individual, had to have clear boundaries in order to be

able to be moved from their communities, to be mobile, transportable, to en-

ter into contracts and sell their labor and ideas. Similarly, property had to

have boundaries in order to be privatized, registered in the names of specific

subjects. Boundary-making, at the level of property and at the level of the

self, became critical to the rise of early industrial capitalist society (Nedelsky

1990). Law was the instrument for inventing these boundaries. Property law

invented and institutionalized private property at the level of the state, while

rights law invented and institutionalized the autonomous, bounded, separate,

contract-making person – the ‘individual’, as a legal entity.

3. Women as bearers of human rights

It is the example of women and the long history of their exclusion from those

who could be bearers of human rights that demonstrates the constructed na-

ture of the notion of individual rights. Only since the 1980s and 1990s, have

women’s rights become gradually conceived as human rights.Women’s rights

as human rights conceive of the ‘woman’ as an ‘individual’ bearer of rights sep-

arable from her spouse, her parents, brothers and sisters, uncles and aunts,

as well as her children, kin and religious community. It is the Convention on

the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) that en-

visages women as autonomous, bounded, contract-making,mobile, separable

individuals.The conventional understanding of women’s ‘agency’, andwomen

as agential actors, came to revolve around this specific construct of the self,

the female, individual person.
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4. Connectivity and relational selves

During my half-century of fieldwork in Lebanon starting in the 1970s, I im-

mersed myself in the urban working-class neighborhood of Borj Hammoud,

a large municipality in the Greater Beirut area. I came to knowmy immediate

neighbors very well. We spent enormous amounts of time together. I began

to notice that they not only wanted to spend time with me, but they expected it,

and soon expected me to carry out errands for them and get involved in their

family issues.

They involved themselves in my life. They took offense if I did not come

to them for help when I needed it. When I took action in their lives, espe-

cially in relation to their children, they seemed to accept it as normal. In one

family, I intervened when the 5-year-old was having trouble at school. I inter-

vened when the 18-year-old slapped his 12-year-old sister a number of times.

I intervened when the 18-year-old ran away from home after a fight with his

father. While I was more intensely involved with this family than others, I

had parallel relationships with many of the neighbors I came to know during

fieldwork and others who were not part of my fieldwork as further commu-

nities or communal contexts of group relations to which I gradually came to

belong (Joseph 1990, 1994b, 1996).

What struckme only after I returned fromfieldwork is that I felt as if these

established relations were ‘normal’. It took me years to recognize that I had

been raised for just these kinds of relationships and had naturally lived as part

of these communal family and neighbor relations. As a female in a Lebanese

immigrant family, I was raised to involve myself in the lives of others as a

matter of course and allow others to involve in my life to a degree and in a

manner that was uncomfortable tomy, quote, ‘American’ friends, as it touched

and crossed – in their view – the boundaries of the self.

It took me years to conceptualize and theorize the differing notions of

personhood entailed in these different cultural encounters. What I came to

understand is that the ‘individual’, as defined in neoliberal notions of the self

and many international conventions, is not always what people are raised to

be in other countries across the globe. Indeed, it is not always what people

are raised to be in the West. Every country or socio-cultural context allows,

even nurtures,many forms and notions of the self, including the ‘individualist’

self. But there are also other notions of personhood, normatively ascribed to

in many societies.There are many different scripts of the self, just as there are
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different scripts of gender, race and class. The connective or relational self is

one script normatively nurtured in Lebanon and the Arab region.

I developed the notion of the connective self, connectivity or the relational self

(Joseph 1993, 1994b) after many years of reckoning with my doctoral research

of the early 1970s. By connectivity, I mean relationships in which a person’s

boundaries and orientation towards others are relatively fluid so that persons

feel a part of significant others.They do not necessarily experience themselves

as bounded, separate or autonomous.Theymay try to read each other’s minds

and gestures, take it into account as part of their action and orientation in

life, answer for each other, anticipate each other’s needs, and likewise expect

their needs to be anticipated by significant others and often shape their likes,

dislikes, desires, based on their reading of the significant others. Maturity

and wellbeing are signaled in part by the successful enactment of a myriad of

connective relationships, such as in the framework of kinship relations that

entail both rights and obligations to others (cf. Joseph 1999: 12). This does not

mean that there is no space for negotiation; the relational self is experienced

as a constantly renegotiated self.

Most scripts for personhood have gender, hierarchy, class, and other dis-

criminatory notions written into them. Given that the dominant family struc-

ture is patriarchal in Lebanon, I developed the notion of patriarchal connectiv-

ity: the production of selves with fluid boundaries, organizedwithin gendered

and aged hierarchies in a culture valorizing kin structures, kin morality, and

kin idioms.This led me to develop the idea of the kin contract as differentiated

from the notion of the social contract (Joseph 2005a). The kin contract, I ar-

gued, is an arrangement whereby family members take care of each other in

the framework of the extended family and at the same time expect to some

degree to be able to control the behavior of members of the family (or be

controlled) – according to a gendered and aged hierarchy what I called the

care/control paradigm (Joseph 2005a).

Family and family relationships are highly valorized in many Arab con-

texts. I began to see that to become involved with intimate others who were

not family, such as in my fieldwork relations, meant you became family-like.

I developed the term idiomatic kinship to account for the ways that unrelated

people called each other uncle and aunt, brother and sister, and the like, in or-

der to capture the moral bonds, obligations and expectations of family mem-

bers (Joseph 1999, 2005a). It became clear to me that multiple notions of the

self can survive, even thrive, in any society. This led me to look at Western

literature about the self a little more closely.
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5. Laws that construct the contractual and the relational self

Carole Pateman (1988) argued that 18th and 19th-century social contract the-

orists, like Sir Henry Maine developed a philosophy for the transition from

‘status’ to ‘contract’. That philosophy of the social contract constituted the

“replacement of family by the ‘individual’ as the fundamental ‘unit’ of soci-

ety” (Pateman 1988: 9-10). The individual became the citizen, the bearer of

citizen rights. Citizenship in this sense, opposed the particularistic rights of

lineage, status and family (Joseph 2000: 22). Contract theorists of the 17th

and 18th century developed a vision of societal relations beyond the estate

that asserted a direct relationship between the citizen and the state, unmedi-

ated by the family or community. Contract theorists claimed the loyalties of

the individual citizen to the state over and above loyalty to the family or the

estate. Pateman argues that the contract theorists, such as Maine and Locke,

constructed the contractual self as an autonomous, bounded, individualist

self that could be rights-bearing, property-owning and contract-making, as

a separate person. At that time, the rights-bearing, separate self was male.

That women were not given these attributes or rights is a reason why Carole

Pateman called the social contract a sexual contract. The sexual contract was

premised on the expectation that only men had access to the public domain

while women served domestically.

Jennifer Nedelsky (1990) argued that the idea of bounded property and

the right to ownership of property, in American constitutional history, went

hand in hand with the ideas of citizenship and citizenship rights. She argued

that the rise of bounded property required the cultivation of the notion of

the bounded person. The emergence of these concepts as part of the 17th to

19th-centuries transformations, reveals an underlying dynamic of industrial

capitalism. Industrial capitalism needed a mobile labor force that could be

uprooted and moved around. To create such a mobile labor force, it needed

to produce selves that were autonomous, could break away from family, and

could be functional as separate, bounded beings regardless of where they had

been relocated. Industrial capitalism needed the contractual self, what Craw-

ford Brough MacPherson (1962: 262) called possessive individualism.

These considerations ledme to examine the notion of citizenship. In some

states, the family, and not the ‘individual’, is the basic unit of society; in other

states, the religious community or ethnic and tribal groups mediate the re-

lationship of the citizen to the state. Accordingly, the conceptualization and

understanding of citizenship is often relational and mediated, too (Joseph
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2000). Examining different notions of citizenship led me to look more closely

at the notion of rights. In many parts of the world, rights, regardless of the

law, are enacted relationally, such as in Arab contexts. Citizens use their net-

works of relationships to gain access to resources and services, regardless of

what rights may be claimed formally in law; this entails a primacy of relations

over formal law. I developed thus the concept of relational rights – the notion

that rights, regardless of the law, depend on relationships in certain countries

and contexts (Joseph 1994a).

This is best illustrated by the example of a Syrianman in Lebanon using his

network of relationships, including me, to acquire official papers he needed

(Joseph 1990). He had been living and working in Borj Hammoud, a district

east of Beirut, for decades, but did not have formal residency papers, like

most Syrians in Lebanon. He needed certification of his residency to release

his son from the required military service in Syria. He lived the floor above

my apartment in the early 1970s. We passed each other on the stairs almost

daily, but he appeared to barely acknowledge my existence. One day, he came

to my apartment. Calling me his ‘sister’, he askedme to help.The claim of sib-

lingship was a direct appeal to the moral claims that kin have on each other

for assistance.While there had been nothing sibling-like in our relationship, I

decided to try to help him.The first step was to try to obtain papers from the

Borj Hammoud municipality testifying to his residency. The person I knew

best there was the Director of Health who, coincidentally, had the same fam-

ily name as my mother. The director had decided, early in my work in Borj

Hammoud, that we were relatives and treated me as if I were a younger sister

or cousin. While I was unsure of any real kin connection between us, I used

my ‘idiomatic’ kin relationship to ask him to help my neighbor. The director

created papers and had them signed attesting to my neighbor’s residency. It

turned out that those papers had to be further certified by the Ministry of

Interior. I went to a good friend of mine who treated me like a ‘niece’. My

idiomatic ‘uncle’s’ father had served in parliament and his brother had been

a director in the Ministry of Interior. The friend took me and my neighbor to

visit his brother. As the paper then needed further certification after the Min-

istry of Interior, my idiomatic ‘uncle’ called on people who were his idiomatic

kin. It went on and on, each person claiming some idiomatic kin relationship

with another person until we finished the paperwork and released the son

from military service.

The law, in practice, required this man in Borj Hammoud to have sets of

relationships.He could achieve the papers that he should have been entitled to
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only through networks of relationships. Enacting his rights required enacting

a series of idiomatic kin relations, as his rights were relationally constructed.

To be the bearer of rights, he had to organize his personhood relationally.

He had to use relationality not because he was an undocumented Syrian in

Lebanon. Lebanese citizens must do the same.

Finally, the relational notion of the self and rights tookme to the relational

notion of desire (Joseph 2005b, 2012). A self that is bounded, autonomous and

contractual will also have a different perception of desire than a self that has

relatively fluid boundaries, and sees significant others as embedded within a

relational self. A self that is wedded to the social contract will have a different

notion of desire than a self that is wedded to the kin contract. The connective

self, I argued, learns desire as something embedded in and between relation-

ships – not something possessed by a separate, bounded self.

6. Universalism and diversity in rights: the paradox

This series of conceptual developments brings me back to the paradox in-

troduced at the beginning of this chapter. There is no question but that the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights has had a material impact globally.There

is no question that there is a place and a need for international conventions

on rights, whether these are women’s rights, or, for example, cultural rights.

There is no question, either, that these universal notions also posit, assert,

support, and demand a universal notion of the self, the person. The question

is this: Can universalism and diversity be supported by the same conventions,

by the same laws? Can universal human rights law and related conventions be

instituted without transforming the diverse notions of self and personhood

globally? Is the object of universal human rights law not, in fact, to transform

the self, the person?

My inquiry is not designed as a defense of the relational self or critique

of the individualist self. There are diverse notions of the self and personhood

in every society, including in the West, as a matter of reality. Relational, in-

dividualist, and other notions of selfhood are found everywhere, co-existing,

including the Arab region, and perhaps co-existing within the same persons.

Even while the object of law is to create the subject of law, law often fails

in constructing what it sets out to construct. Laws are socio-historically con-

structed, as in the case of the notion of individual rights, and they are applied
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unevenly, interpreted differently, and constantly change. As a result, subjects

of law navigate their ways around law at its center and at its margins.

It is no surprise that objections and exceptions to universal human rights

law around the world have come mostly in relationship to ‘family’ law – the

very law thatmost closely constructs the subject of law in relationship to local-

ized communities and the law that most directly affects women. It is also no

surprise that there is a global hierarchy in universal human rights. ‘The’ Global

South is too often considered the violator of human rights, while ‘the’ Global

North is typically considered the enforcer of human rights – setting up a hi-

erarchy of rights morality. Nowhere is the ‘moral’ authority of this hierarchy

more publicly displayed than in the representation of women, the treatment

of women and ‘rights’ of women in the Global South.

The alternative to the ‘individualist’ paradigm of human rights is often

posed as ‘cultural rights’. However, the construct of cultural rights evokes a

collective whose name, territory, boundary, members, and authorized speak-

ers are often difficult to identify. I do not argue on behalf of ‘collective’ rights,

in the abstract, as an alternative to ‘individualist’ rights.The collective is often,

itself, a source of hierarchy, patriarchy, class, race, and gender inequality.

I have argued elsewhere that rights, in many locations, are often seen as

relational (Joseph 1990, 1994a). Rights are seen as embedded in personal webs

of relationships, often organized under themoralities and obligations of what

I call ‘idiomatic kinship’. These are not collective rights, but rather rights that

accrue to a personhood based on negotiations of give and take, which can

be situational or long-term, hierarchical or egalitarian, kin-based or non-kin

based, gendered or non-gendered, classed or non-classed.The rights debates

and the contestations of rights require us to examine the complex workings of

local – that is contextually contingent – understandings of what rights are –

and how notions of rights embody and are transported by local notions of the

person, including gendered, racialized, classed and culturally based notions

of the self.

The question I return to and struggle with is how to benefit from universal

human rights without presuming, constructing or mandating the construc-

tion of a universal personhood that erases diversity and empirically diverse

forms of community, family, gender and self. What I offer is an inquiry, an

interrogation, a contestation of conceptual frameworks to unravel and un-

bound, the paradox of diversity and universalism as it pertains to notions of

self and (gendered) personhood.
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